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Abstract1

Habitat loss and fragmentation has created metapopulations where there were once2

continuous populations. Ecologists and conservation biologists have become interested3

in the optimal way to manage and conserve such metapopulations. Several authors4

have considered the effect of patch disturbance and recovery on metapopulation per-5

sistence, but almost all such studies assume that every patch is equally susceptible to6

disturbance. We investigated the influence of protecting patches from disturbance on7

metapopulation persistence, and used a stochastic metapopulation model to answer the8

question — how can we optimally trade off returns from protection of patches versus9

creation of patches? We considered the problem of finding, under budgetary constraints,10
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the optimal combination of increasing the number of patches in the metapopulation net-11

work versus increasing the number of protected patches in the network. We discovered12

that the optimal tradeoff is dependent upon all of the properties of the system: the13

species dynamics, the dynamics of the landscape, and the relative costs of each action.14

A stochastic model and accompanying methodology are provided allowing a manager15

to determine the optimal policy for small metapopulations. We also provide two ap-16

proximations, including a rule of thumb, for determining the optimal policy for larger17

metapopulations. The method is illustrated with an example inspired by information18

for the greater bilby, Macrotis lagotis, inhabiting south-western Queensland, Australia.19

We found that given realistic costs for each action, protection of patches should be pri-20

oritised over patch creation for improving the persistence of the greater bilby during the21

next 20 years.22

Introduction23

A metapopulation is a collection of interacting subpopulations of the same species, each24

of which occupies a separate patch of habitat [26, 11, 16, 9]. Habitat loss and frag-25

mentation has created metapopulations where there were once continuous populations.26

In addition numerous species naturally occupy landscapes of this type, such as wood27

roaches in fallen logs [22], fish on coral reefs [19] and parasites on hosts [37]. Hence28

metapopulation models have become a common paradigm for incorporating some spa-29

tial structure into population models [9]. A common type of metapopulation model30

is a presence/absence model, which tracks only whether or not each patch within the31

metapopulation is occupied.32

33

Traditional metapopulation models assume that the landscape is static — habitat34

quality does not change over time. However landscapes are invariably dynamic. There35

has been growing interest in empirical studies of metapopulations where patch quality36
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fluctuates, for example the Sharp-tailed Grouse (Tympanuchus phasianellus) in central37

and northern North America [4], the marsh fritillary butterfly (Euphydyas aurinia) in38

Finland [38], the butterfly Lopinga achine in Sweden [6], the greater bilby Macrotis39

lagotis in south-western Queensland, Australia [36] and several species, including four40

endangered polyporous fungi (Amylocystis lapponica, Fomitopsis rosea, Phlebia cen-41

trifuga and Cystotereum murraii), in eastern Finland [12].42

43

There have also been a number of theoretical studies considering the role of habitat44

disturbance and recovery on metapopulation persistence. These have included metapop-45

ulations where patches are affected by different disturbance regimes: independent distur-46

bance events [18, 20, 24, 5, 10, 33, 34], catastrophes where several patches are disturbed47

simultaneously [40], age-dependent disturbance [7, 17], and spatially-correlated distur-48

bance [27, 13, 21]. It has been shown that the influence of disturbance on metapopulation49

persistence is significant. A simplifying feature of many of these models is that they50

assume every patch of habitat is equally susceptible to disturbance.51

52

The assumption of equal susceptibility of patches to disturbance is unrealistic in53

situations where management may make a patch less susceptible, or even immune, to54

disturbance. What if there is a choice between creating a new patch of habitat or re-55

ducing the disturbance rate in an existing patch through better stewardship? Existing56

models do not deal with this issue. We created a new model that accounts for this pos-57

sibility and explored ways of determining whether it is better to introduce new patches58

of habitat into the system or protect patches from disturbance in terms of improving59

population viability.60

61

We used a continuous-time Markov chain [28, 23] to model a metapopulation in which62

a number of patches are immune to disturbance, with the remaining patches susceptible63
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to independent disturbance events. We assumed that when a patch is disturbed it be-64

comes temporarily unsuitable for occupancy. If a patch is occupied when disturbed, the65

population occupying that patch becomes locally extinct. Unsuitable patches recover66

independently of other patches at a constant rate. Each occupied patch may provide67

propagules that colonise suitable unoccupied patches, and may also become unoccupied68

in the absence of a disturbance and independently of other patches through a local ex-69

tinction event, which results in the patch itself remaining suitable for occupancy. This70

model encompasses both the stochastic version of the classical metapopulation model of71

Levins [26] (corresponding to all patches being immune to disturbance) and the stochas-72

tic version of the model of Hess [18] first analysed by Ross [33] where all patches are73

susceptible to disturbance.74

75

We investigated the influence of both the number of patches and the number of76

patches protected from disturbance on population persistence in a dynamic landscape.77

In particular, we considered the influence of protected patches on the greater bilby pop-78

ulation of south-western Queensland, Australia. The bilby is a type of bandicoot that79

was once distributed over 70% of the arid and semi-arid regions of Australia, but is80

now largely restricted to the Tanami Desert in the Northern Territory, the Gibson and81

Great Sandy Deserts of Western Australia and one isolated population between Bou-82

lia and Birdsville in south-western Queensland. This decline has resulted in the bilby83

being classified as vulnerable to extinction [3]. The reduction in the bilby’s range is a84

result of habitat modification by cattle and rabbits, as well as from predation by cats,85

dingoes and foxes [3, 2, 29, 36]. The particular bilby population we considered consists86

of approximately 600 − 700 individuals distributed predominantly as four distinct, in-87

teracting subpopulations. Each of these populations is subject to habitat modification88

by cattle and rabbits, and the patches can also become unsuitable for occupancy due to89

predation. In addition to these processes, each patch may also be subject to flooding,90
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drought and fire. Management strategies for increasing the persistence of the species are91

currently being considered and some of these have recently been implemented [29, 36].92

Our results are illustrated with respect to the greater bilby, however our methodology93

is applicable to any metapopulation.94

95

The optimal management of metapopulations has received considerable attention96

to date. In particular, consideration has been given to whether to make a new patch97

of habitat or reintroduce a species to a suitable but empty patch [32], whether it is98

better to expand existing patches, link existing patches via corridors, or create a new99

patch [39], and also to optimising reserve expansion — which areas of habitat should100

be reserved [15, 14]. These latter studies also incorporated the monetary costs of the101

various actions into the decision theory framework. As far as we know no one has con-102

sidered the optimal decision of whether to make a new patch of habitat or protect an103

existing patch from disturbance within an economic framework.104

105

We assumed that, given a fixed budget, the manager had two options — creating106

new patches or protecting patches. Specifically we addressed the question — how many107

patches of habitat should be created and/or protected to maximise the probability of108

population persistence during the next 20 years. We also considered two approximations109

which may be useful for addressing the protection versus creation question for systems110

with larger numbers of patches. Finally, we considered the question of what reduction in111

the disturbance rate (over all the patches in the metapopulation) would have the same112

impact on viability as protecting a given number of patches.113
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Models114

Stochastic model for small metapopulations115

We used a continuous-time Markov chain model to describe the dynamics of a pres-116

ence/absence metapopulation in a dynamic landscape. A continuous-time Markov chain117

is defined by the rates of transition between the possible states of the system. Let m(t)118

be the number of suitable, unprotected patches, n(t) the number of occupied, unpro-119

tected patches and p(t) the number of occupied, protected patches at time t. Then120

{(m(t), n(t), p(t)), t ≥ 0} is assumed to be a Markov chain taking values in the set of121

all possible values SM = {(m,n, p) ∈ Z
3 : 0 ≤ n ≤ m ≤ Mu, 0 ≤ p ≤ Mp}, where122

Mu is the number of unprotected patches and Mp is the number of protected patches123

(M := Mu + Mp). The number of unsuitable patches at time t is Mu − m(t). We now124

list the possible changes in the state of the system which our model allows and the125

corresponding positive transition rates between states.126

127

Event Transition Rate

Recovery of unsuitable, unprotected patch (m,n, p) → (m + 1, n, p) r(Mu − m)

Disturbance of unoccupied, unprotected patch (m,n, p) → (m − 1, n, p) s(m − n)

Disturbance of occupied, unprotected patch (m,n, p) → (m − 1, n − 1, p) sn

Colonisation of unprotected, unoccupied patch (m,n, p) → (m,n + 1, p) c (n+p)
M

(m − n)

Local extinction at unprotected, occupied patch (m,n, p) → (m,n − 1, p) en

Colonisation of protected, unoccupied patch (m,n, p) → (m,n, p + 1) c (n+p)
M

(Mp − p)

Local extinction at protected, occupied patch (m,n, p) → (m,n, p − 1) ep

128

The parameters of the model are listed in the table below.129
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Parameters

e = the rate at which a local population becomes extinct

c = the rate at which an empty patch is colonised by an occupied patch

s = the rate at which a patch becomes unsuitable for occupancy

r = the rate at which a patch recovers to become once again suitable for occupancy

M = the total number of patches in the system

Mu = the number of unprotected patches in the system

Mp = the number of protected patches in the system

130

To be emphatic, we assumed that protected patches are immune to disturbances; our de-131

cision, which is presented later in the paper, is whether to create/acquire new patches of132

habitat (increase Mu) which are susceptible to disturbance events, or to protect patches133

from disturbance events (increase Mp and decrease Mu), given budgetary constraints.134

Deterministic model for large metapopulations135

Obviously the question of interest—protect or create?—will also be of interest for pop-136

ulations inhabiting larger metapopulation networks. In these situations the number137

of patches may be so large that numerical calculations required for analysing the full138

stochastic model are infeasible. For this reason we also considered a deterministic model139

that approximates the optimal decision by maximising the expected number of occupied140

patches.141

142

The deterministic approximation of our model, derived from the theory of density-143

dependent Markov population processes (see [25, 30, 33, 34]), consists of a system of144

three differential equations. The first equation145

dx

dt
= r(ρu − x) − sx

describes the dynamics of the fraction x(= m/M) of suitable patches; the first term on146
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the right hand side r(ρu−x) corresponds to recovery of unsuitable, unprotected patches147

where r is the rate of patch recovery and ρu is the proportion of unprotected patches,148

and the second term on the right hand side sx corresponds to disturbance of suitable149

(unprotected) patches where s is the rate of habitat disturbance. The second equation150

dy

dt
= c(y + z)(x − y) − (e + s)y

describes the dynamics of the fraction y(= n/M) of occupied, unprotected patches; the151

first term on the right hand side c(y + z)(x− y) corresponds to colonisation of suitable,152

unprotected patches where z(= p/M) is the fraction of occupied, protected patches and153

c is the patch colonisation rate, and the second term on the right hand side (e + s)y154

corresponds to local extinction and disturbance where e is the local patch extinction155

rate and s is the rate of habitat disturbance. The final equation156

dz

dt
= c(y + z)(ρp − z) − ez

describes the dynamics of the fraction z(= p/M) of occupied, protected patches; the first157

term on the right hand side c(y + z)(ρp − z) corresponds to colonisation of protected158

patches where c is the patch colonisation rate and ρp is the proportion of protected159

patches, and the second term on the right hand side ez corresponds to local extinction160

where e is the local patch extinction rate.161

162

From this system of differential equations we can show that the equilibrium density163

of suitable habitat x∗ is given by164

x∗ =
rρu

r + s
.

This is identical to the equilibrium density of suitable habitat for the classical metapop-165

ulation in dynamic landscape model considered by Ross [33], multiplied by the propor-166

tion of patches that are susceptible to disturbance events ρu. The equilibrium density167

of occupied, unprotected patches y∗, and the equilibrium density of occupied, protected168

patches z∗, may also be evaluated, but the expressions are rather cumbersome and are169
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presented in the Appendix. For future reference note that y∗ + z∗ is the equilibrium170

density of occupied patches.171

Methods172

Stochastic173

We determined the dynamic behaviour of our model, along with the extinction prob-174

ability, the expected time to extinction and the quasi-stationary distribution (the dis-175

tribution of the process conditioned on the population being extant) [8, 40, 31, 23] of176

the metapopulation for certain parameter values and strategies. The quantities were177

evaluated by constructing a matrix Q = (q(i, j), i, j ∈ SM ), where q(i, j) is the rate of178

transition from state i to state j, for j 6= i, and q(i, i) = −q(i), where q(i) :=
∑

j 6=i q(i, j)179

is the total rate at which we move out of state i. Then, the probability distribution180

of the process at time t, p(t), is given by p(t) = p(0) exp(Qt), where p(0) is the initial181

distribution of the process, and exp is the matrix exponential (see, for example, [28, 23]).182

We evaluated the matrix exponential using the mexpv function from EXPOKIT [35], a183

numerical package for efficiently computing the matrix exponential. The probability of184

extinction by time t is then the sum of the elements of the vector p(t) corresponding185

to states of extinction. The expected time to extinction was evaluated by solving a186

system of linear equations: QCτ = −1, where 1 is a vector of 1s and QC is the matrix187

Q after removing all rows and columns corresponding to the states of extinction; the188

expected time to extinction starting from state i is then the i-th element of the vector189

τ (see, for example, [28, 23]). The quasi-stationary distribution is given by the unique190

solution π = (πi, i ∈ C) to πQC = −νπ and
∑

i∈C πi = 1, where −ν is the eigenvalue191

of QC with smallest magnitude (see, for example, [31, 23]). This was evaluated nu-192

merically using the eigs function in Matlab. To employ these methods of numerical193

evaluation we needed to transform the state space SM to a (one-dimensional) set of the194
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form S = {1, 2, . . . , N}. The transformation we adopted is presented in the Appendix.195

Deterministic196

We formulated the problem as a constrained maximisation problem, assuming that the197

number of occupied patches, and number of new patches and protected patches, are all198

real valued, and used the deterministic approximation to determine the strategy which199

resulted in the maximum expected number of occupied patches. It is possible, if the200

habitat dynamics are particularly unfavourable, that adding a new (unprotected) patch201

to the system decreases population viability. In such a situation the optimal strategy202

is obvious – protect patches, and create/acquire new patches only if there is sufficient203

funds to also protect them. Here we considered the more likely case where both protect-204

ing patches and creating/acquiring new patches increases population viability (which205

simplifies calculations as shown in the next paragraph); a sufficient condition for this206

to occur is r/(r + s) > (e + s)/c, which is the condition for the existence of a positive207

equilibrium patch occupancy density for a metapopulation system consisting of only208

unprotected patches [18, 33].209

210

Our goal is to maximise (y∗+z∗)[Mp +Mu +Nu +(Np−Mu)+] by creating a number211

Nu of new, unprotected patches and a number Np of (possibly new) protected patches,212

where (δ)+ is δ if δ > 0 and 0 otherwise. Note that y∗ and z∗ are also functions of both213

Nu and Np through ρu, ρp and M . This optimisation will be subject to the budgetary214

constraint B ≥ buNu + bpNp + bu(Np − Mu)+, where B is the overall budget, bu is the215

cost of creating/acquiring a new, unprotected patch and bp is the cost of protecting216

an existing (or newly created) patch from disturbance (note that budget and costs217

are for the whole time horizon of interest, which is 20 years here). Since we assume218

that all variables are real-valued and that additional expenditure always increases the219

populations viability we will always expend the entire budget, so the inequality in the220
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budget constraint becomes an equality. Thus we may express Nu as a function of Np:221

Nu =
B − bpNp

bu

− (Np − Mu)+ ,

allowing us to express our objective function as a function of Np only. The optimisation222

problem is:223

maximise (y∗ + z∗)[Mp + Mu + Nu + (Np − Mu)+],

where y∗, z∗ and Nu are functions of Np, subject to 0 ≤ Np ≤ Nmax
p . Nu may then224

be determined from the budgetary constraint equation. An expression for the value of225

Np that maximises our objective function may be easily evaluated numerically using226

Matlab or Maple.227

Rule of thumb228

We developed a simple rule of thumb for determining whether to protect patches from229

disturbance or create new patches of habitat. The rule of thumb was derived by ignoring230

the effect of protected patches on the unprotected patches’ equilibrium occupancy, and231

vice versa, thus simplifying the expression for the expected number of occupied patches.232

The equilibrium patch occupancy density for protected patches (in isolation) is (1 −233

e/c) [26, 33], and the equilibrium patch occupancy density for unprotected patches234

(in isolation) is [r/(r + s)− (e + s)/c] [18, 33]. With our independence assumption, the235

resulting equilibrium patch occupancy owing to creating Nu new patches and protecting236

Np patches from disturbance is given by237

(

r

r + s
−

e + s

c

)

[

Nu + (Mu − Np)
+
]

+
(

1 −
e

c

)

(Mp + Np), (8)

which we wish to maximise. Once again Nu can be expressed as a function of Np since238

we will expend our entire budget B. By differentiating (8) with respect to Np we arrive239

at a simple rule of thumb: we should protect patches if240

[

(

1 −
e

c

)

−

(

r

r + s
−

e + s

c

)]

1

bp

>

(

r

r + s
−

e + s

c

)

1

bu

, (9)
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otherwise we should create new patches. That is, if the ratio of marginal benefit to241

marginal cost due to protecting a patch (left-hand side of inequality (9)) is greater than242

the ratio of marginal benefit to marginal cost due to creating a patch (right-hand side of243

inequality (9)) then we should protect patches, otherwise we should create more habitat.244

This may also be rearranged to evaluate the critical cost ratio bu/bp so that the influence245

of changing costs on the optimal management policy may be investigated.246

247

From the above rule of thumb we can determine an explicit approximation for the248

threshold disturbance rate s∗ for which the optimal policy changes from patch creation249

to patch protection (assuming all other rates are unchanged):250

s∗ =
a +

√

a2 + 4bpr(c − e)(bp + bu)

2(bp + bu)

where a = −(bpr + bur + bpe + buc). For disturbance rates s less than s∗ we should251

prioritise patch creation, and for disturbance rates s greater than s∗ we should prioritise252

patch protection.253

Results254

Investigation of the system for particular values showed that it settled down to something255

like a deterministic equilibrium (Figures 1 & 2). However it is not a true equilibrium as256

the only true equilibrium is extinction of the species. The behaviour exhibited is known257

as quasistationarity [40, 31].258

Case study: the greater bilby259

We then considered the greater bilby metapopulation described in the introduction. We260

assumed realistic values for the recovery rate r, the disturbance rate s, the colonisation261

parameter c and the local extinction rate e, and where possible those that have been262
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used previously (see [36]): r = 2, s = 2/3, c = 3 and e = 1/10 per year.263

264

Increasing the number of patches protected had a significant positive effect on the265

persistence of the bilby (Figure 3). Protecting only one of the four patches resulted in a266

substantial decrease in the extinction probability, from close to 1 to 0.506. Additionally,267

protecting all four patches from disturbance resulted in the probability of extinction268

in 20 years reduced from almost certain extinction to a small likelihood of extinction:269

0.0024. This dramatic decrease highlights the potential importance of protecting patches270

from disturbance as a means of increasing population persistence and thus biodiversity,271

in particular for species that are heavily influenced by the dynamics of the landscape272

they inhabit. As a comparison, if we were to add an additional three patches of habitat273

and translocate species to these patches, the probability of extinction would be reduced274

to only 0.84.275

276

Another common measure of population persistence is the expected time to extinc-277

tion (Figures 4 & 5). Similar results to that for the probability of extinction can be278

found; the protection of patches dramatically increased the persistence time of the bilby,279

in this case by a factor of approximately four (cf. Figure 4 and Figure 5). Once again,280

when landscape dynamics are important, the protection of patches has a significant in-281

fluence on increasing the expected time to extinction of species.282

283

The above methods provide valuable information concerning the effectiveness of var-284

ious management options. However, they ignore the different costs of each action, and285

hence are not useful for real-world management decision making.286

287

Our next consideration is that of finding an optimal strategy for maximising the288

greater bilby’s persistence over the next 20 years with the constraint of a fixed budget.289
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Our possible management actions consist of increasing the number of patches in the290

network or increasing the number of protected patches in the network. We determined291

the best combination of these actions, given realistic relative costs for each ([1]). We292

assumed a fixed budget for the 20 year period of $12 million, a cost of $4 million for293

constructing a new patch suitable for bilby occupancy, and a cost of $100, 000 per patch294

per year (i.e. $2 million over 20 years) for protection of an existing patch from habitat295

degradation and predation. Here we have assumed protection ensures no modification296

to habitat of protected patches. In reality there will still be some modification, and297

there is likely to be a relationship between the cost and the rate of such disturbance.298

Further research will investigate such issues. With these plausible parameter values we299

found that the optimal strategy for increasing viability is to construct one new patch300

of habitat and to protect four of the five patches, at a total cost of $12 million. The301

implementation of this strategy resulted in the probability of extinction at the end of302

the 20 year period decreasing from close to 1 to 0.002.303

304

The optimal strategy found here is typical for similar budgets and action costs for305

the bilby, and other metapopulations that are highly influenced by their landscape dy-306

namics. The first priority is the protection of patches from disturbance, and then if307

additional funding remains we should construct new habitat and protect these new308

patches simultaneously.309

310

If landscape dynamics are relatively unimportant (or slow) compared to metapopu-311

lation dynamics, the main priority is to construct additional patches. For the greater312

bilby population there is a threshold around the disturbance rate s = 1/13 (assuming313

all other rates are unchanged). For patch disturbance rates less than this threshold the314

priority is to create new patches, and for patch disturbance rates above the threshold315

protection of patches should be prioritised.316
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317

Finally, as a comparison, the two other plausible management strategies over the318

20 year period, with the given budget and costs, are to either add an extra three sub-319

populations to the metapopulation or to add two additional patches and protect two320

of the resulting six patches. These result in the probability of extinction decreasing to321

0.844 and 0.071 respectively, both considerably higher than that of the optimal strategy.322

323

For purposes of demonstrating the usefulness and accuracy of the approximations,324

we considered a metapopulation with a larger number of patches M = 20 and with325

colonisation rate c = 1, local extinction rate e = 1/2, rate of habitat recovery r = 1, and326

with the same cost of patch protection bp = 2, cost of patch creation bu = 4 and budget327

B = 12. For a metapopulation with these rates and costs there exists a threshold at328

habitat disturbance rate s ≈ 0.057; for rates of disturbance s > 0.057 we should protect329

patches, otherwise we should create more habitat.330

Deterministic approximation331

The optimal decision for the bilby population derived from using our deterministic ap-332

proximation is in agreement with that found using the full stochastic model – create333

one new patch and protect four of the five patches.334

335

We emphasise that care should be taken when using this approximation for small336

metapopulations, as it only uses the expected number of occupied patches and in no way337

accounts for stochasticity in the process. This is important as it has been identified that338

habitat disturbance always increases the variability in patch occupancy dynamics [33].339

This is exemplified by consideration of the optimal decision for the greater bilby pop-340

ulation with different rates of disturbance s; whilst the expected number of occupied341

patches is maximised by creating new patches when the rate of disturbance s is less342
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than approximately 0.46, the probability of extinction is only minimised by creating343

new patches when the rate of disturbance s is less than approximately 1/13. However,344

we know from theory [25, 30, 33, 34] that as the population size increases the deter-345

ministic approximation will become more accurate, and consequently the deterministic346

approximation presented should provide accurate results for population management in347

situations where the exact computational approach is infeasible.348

349

For our example of a metapopulation with a larger number of patches (M = 20), the350

deterministic approximation predicts a threshold rate of disturbance of s ≈ 0.083 which351

is much closer to the exact threshold at rate of disturbance s ≈ 0.057, demonstrating352

that the approximation improves with increasing patch numbers. We recommend that353

the exact computational approach be used when it is feasible to do so, which depends354

upon the hardware available, time frame used, and management options available. How-355

ever, this deterministic approximation, and the rule of thumb to follow, should provide356

accurate results for metapopulations with more than 50 patches, that is M > 50.357

Rule of thumb358

The rule of thumb appeared to be very robust and provided estimates in very good359

agreement with the deterministic approximation; for the bilby population it predicted360

that when the disturbance rate s increases over approximately 0.43 patch creation is op-361

timal, and for our larger metapopulation example it predicted that when the disturbance362

rate s increases over approximately 0.087 patch creation is optimal (the respective dis-363

turbance rate thresholds s∗ using the deterministic approximation are s∗ ≈ 0.46 for the364

bilby population and s∗ ≈ 0.083 for our larger metapopulation example). It suffers from365

the same failings as the full deterministic approximation, in that it does not account for366

stochasticity in the process and assumes continuous numbers of individuals, and thus it367

should be used with care for metapopulations with a small numbers of patches.368
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Partial protection369

Finally we considered the question: what reduction in the disturbance rate s (over all370

the patches in the metapopulation) would have the same impact on the viability of the371

bilby population (in terms of 20-year survival probability) as protecting a given number372

of patches? Such a reduction corresponds to the partial protection of all patches within373

the metapopulation network. To match the same probability of extinction in 20 years374

from protecting one patch we would need to reduce the rate of disturbance s from375

0.66 to approximately 0.28. For two protected patches it would need to be reduced376

to approximately 0.13, and for three protected patches it would need to be reduced to377

approximately 0.05. Thus, it appears that it is more effective (in this situation) to focus378

protection on a smaller number of patches, consequently protecting them completely,379

than averaging this protection amongst all patches (assuming equal cost).380

Conclusion381

Our analysis has identified the importance of protected patches on metapopulation382

viability in a dynamic landscape. In particular, it has identified the significance of383

this strategy for metapopulations that are strongly influenced by the dynamics of the384

landscape they inhabit, such as the greater bilby. The optimal strategy for maximising385

metapopulation viability, given a fixed budget and costs for each of two management386

actions (constructing new patches or protecting patches), was found to depend upon all387

of the parameter values and costs associated with the species under consideration. In388

simple cases the optimal strategy was found to be the obvious one – protect patches when389

landscape dynamics dominate metapopulation persistence, and create patches otherwise.390

For interesting cases with metapopulation and landscape dynamics occurring on similar391

time-scales the optimal strategy is not easily deduced without a full exploration of the392

model. However, we have provided two approximations, including a simple rule of393

17



thumb, that are useful for metapopulations consisting of a large number of patches. We394

have presented, in detail, the optimal strategy for improving the viability of the greater395

bilby Macrotis lagotis; and this methodology can be applied to any metapopulation.396
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Fig. 1. The evolution of the number of suitable patches, denoted by m (of those unprotected),

the number of these suitable patches that are occupied, denoted by n, and the number of

protected patches occupied, denoted by p, through time, from an initial number of (5, 5, 5)

in each class, respectively. Parameters are colonisation rate c = 0.6, local extinction rate

e = 0.1, rate of patch recovery r = 0.6, rate of habitat disturbance s = 0.1, total number of

patches M = 10, and number of protected patches Mp = 5.

Fig. 2. Plots of the quasi-stationary distribution (the number in each class conditional

upon non-extinction) of the stochastic model for a metapopulation in a dynamic landscape,

with parameter values corresponding to those used in Figure 1. Each cell represents the

probability of observing a particular (m, n, p) combination, given that the species in question

has not become extinct — m and n vary along the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively,

of each plot and p varies from plot to plot.

Fig. 3. The probability of extinction over a 20 year period for the greater bilby with different

numbers of protected patches — each set of points corresponds to a different number of

protected patches, with a fixed total number of patches (4), a fixed initial number of suitable

patches (4) and a fixed initial number of occupied patches (4), with all protected patches

being occupied initially. Parameters are colonisation rate c = 3, local extinction rate e = 0.1,

rate of patch recovery r = 2, rate of habitat disturbance s = 2/3, total number of patches

M = 4, and number of protected patches Mp = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively.

Fig. 4. The expected time to extinction (years) for the greater bilby with no protected

patches. Parameter values are colonisation rate c = 3, local extinction rate e = 0.1, rate of

patch recovery r = 2, rate of habitat disturbance s = 2/3, total number of patches M = 4,

and no protected patches (Mp = 0).

Fig. 5. The expected time to extinction (years) for the greater bilby with one protected

patch. Parameter values are colonisation rate c = 3, local extinction rate e = 0.1, rate of

patch recovery r = 2, rate of habitat disturbance s = 2/3, total number of patches M = 4,

27



and one protected patch (Mp = 1). (Note different scale for each subplot.)
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Appendix1

The deterministic system2

The deterministic system which arises in the limit as the number of patches tends to infinity3

and the proportions of protected and susceptible patches remain constant is4

dx

dt
= r(ρu − x)− sx,5

dy

dt
= c(y + z)(x− y)− (e + s)y,6

dz

dt
= c(y + z)(ρp − z)− ez.7

Setting the three derivatives equal to 0 and solving for w∗ = (x∗, y∗, z∗) we get the trivial8

fixed point w∗
0 = ( rρu

r+s
, 0, 0) and also w∗

1 = (x∗1, y
∗
1, z

∗
1), where9

x∗1 =
rρu

r + s
,10

y∗1 =
(e + s)(r + s)(c(ρp − α1)− e) + creρu

ec(r + s)
,11

z∗1 = α1,12

and α1 is a root of13

α(z) = sc(r + s)z2 + ((r + s)(se− 2scρp)− ce(r + sρp)) z14

+ceρp(r + sρp) + ρp(r + s)(scρp − se− e2).15

We can see immediately that in order for this fixed point to be in the appropriate state space16

S̄ = [0, ρu]
2 × [0, ρp] it is necessary that α1 ∈ [0, ρp]. In addition we observe numerically that17

if α has two roots in the interval [0, ρp] then using the larger root results in y∗1 being negative.18

The fixed point w∗
1 we seek is therefore that obtained by taking α1 as the smallest root of19

α(z) in the interval [0, ρp], and if α has no such root then w∗
0 is the only fixed point in S̄.20

One can then determine the stability of these fixed points by looking at the eigenvalues of21

1



the Jacobian matrix22

J(x, y, z) =


−(r + s) 0 0

c(y + z) c(x− 2y − z)− e− s c(x− y)

0 c(ρp − z) c(ρp − 2z − y)− e

 .23

Although some progress can be made in this direction analytically, the formulae so derived are24

cumbersome and relatively uninformative, so we evaluated the fixed points and determined25

their stability numerically.26

The transformation27

Here we describe the transformation used to map the state space S to a set of the form28

{1, 2, . . . , N}, so that numerical calculations could be performed. The state space S is the29

triangular prismoidal set S = {(m, n, p) ∈ Z3 : 0 ≤ n ≤ m ≤ Mu, 0 ≤ p ≤ Mp} and we30

wished to transform this to a set of the form {1, 2, . . . , N}. It can be easily shown that31

N = (Mp + 1)(Mu + 1)(Mu + 2)/2. One mapping which achieves this is (m, n, p) → m + 1 +32

n
(
Mu − n−1

2

)
+ p(Mu + 1)(Mu + 2)/2, which has the additional property that the absorbing33

(extinct) states (m, 0, 0) map to {1, 2, . . . ,Mu + 1}, which simplified coding.34

We also needed to invert this transformation following computations. To do this we firstly35

noted that the transformation is of the form y = f1(n,m,Mu) + pf2(Mu), so that p = y − 136

(mod (Mu + 1)(Mu + 2)/2), and then j = y− p(Mu + 1)(Mu + 2)/2 is sufficient to determine37

m,n ∈ {0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ Mu}. We did this by checking successive possible values of n, and38

subsequently found m.39
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